The Escherichia coli biotin regulatory system: a transcriptional switch.
The ability of any organism to survive depends, in part, on mechanisms that enable it to modify its patterns of gene expression in response to extra- and intracellular signals. In the classical response mechanisms, a small molecule signal impinges on either an extra- or intracellular receptor, and through a series of events the signal is ultimately transmitted to transcription regulatory proteins. An alternative to this classical mechanism is provided by multi-functional transcription factors. These proteins function directly in transcription as well as in at least one additional cellular process. An example of this class of proteins includes the dimerization cofactor of hepatocyte nuclear factor (DcoH), which serves as an enzyme involved in regeneration of the tetra-hydrobiopterin cofactor and as a factor that stabilizes the dimerization of the hepatocyte nuclear transcription factor (Mendel DB, Khavari PA, Conley PB, Graves MK, Hansen LP, Admon A, et al. Characterization of a cofactor that regulates dimerization of a mammalian homeodomain protein. Science 1991;254:1762-7; Citron BA, Davis MD, Milstien S, Gutierrez J, Mendel DB, Crabtree GR. Identity of 4a-carbinolamine dehydratase, a component of the phenylalanine hydroxylation system, and DCoH, a transregulator of homeodomain proteins. Proc Natl Acad Sci U S A 1992;89:11891-4). Another example is the protein PutA, a redox enzyme involved in proline utilization and a regulator of transcription of the genes involved in proline utilization (Ostrovsky de Spicer P, Maloy S. Puta protein, a membrane-associated flavin dehydrogenase, acts as a redox-dependent transcriptional regulator. Proc Natl Acad Sci U S A 1993;90:4295-8). While several proteins of this class have been identified, their mechanisms of functional switching remain to be elucidated.